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Dear colleague,
Welcome to the first edition of the Transport Research and Innovation Monitoring and
Information System (TRIMIS) newsletter.
TRIMIS is an online platform for researchers to share and discuss innovation in mobility in
Europe. It is an evolution of the Transport Research & Innovation Portal (TRIP), and
incorporates TRIP’s database of over 10,000 EU and national transport research projects.
TRIMIS will support the EU’s Strategic Transport Research and Innovation Agenda (STRIA),
and enable analysis of the effectiveness of transport innovation in delivering the EU’s energy
and transport strategy.
Please visit the TRIMIS website to find out more and share information on European transport
research and innovation. You may also be interested in the first issue of the bi-monthly TRIMIS
Digest published today which features a selection of short articles on advances in reducing
GHG emissions across a range of transport modes.
Kind regards,
The TRIMIS team
Contact us
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The latest research theme analysis report
which pinpoints priority areas to enhance

Published in October, the 'Cleaner
Transport' report identifies key research

EU transport safety.

areas to unlock clean transport potential.

..................................................................................................................................................

Participate in Survey on KPI for
Automated Driving.

Energy Union: Commission takes action
to reinforce EU's global leadership in
clean vehicles.
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Performing Enhanced Rail Formal
Engineering Constraints Traceability.

ROlling resistance, Skid resistance, ANd
Noise Emission measurement standards
for road surfaces.
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1st European Conference 'Results from
road transport research in H2020

2017 Annual Polis Conference.

projects'.
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The contents and views included in the TRIMIS Newsletter do not necessarily reflect the
position of the European Commission.

TRIMIS newsletter archive: Read articles published in past issues of the TRIMIS Newsletter.
STRIA Roadmaps: The seven roadmaps of the thematic transport research areas.

The TRIMIS newsletter is published by the Joint Research Centre on behalf of the European
Commission.
To subscribe to this TRIMIS newsletter: https://trimis.ec.europa.eu/user/login

This newsletter is sent to konstantinos.gkoumas@ec.europa.eu by Ricardo Energy & Environment, a trading
name of Ricardo-AEA Ltd.

Registered Office: Ricardo, Shoreham Technical Centre, Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex, BN43 5FG.
Registered No. 8229264. Unsubscribe
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